Concerning your results on the RSYS website, did you know that?
1. The heading “Recent Races” is a short cut to the most recent race in any Series. For example, when you finish your
race, this is the option to choose to see the result of that race on line, assuming, of course, that the Race Officer has
“published” the results. When the results have been entered, the Race Officer can control the publication of the
results and there may be a deliberate delay.
2. The list of entries and handicaps can be obtained at any time using the heading “Entry Lists & Handicaps”. Keep in
mind that the handicaps will always be the most recent. The “new handicaps” will only appear AFTER the
finalisation process, which runs the algorithms which calculate the new handicaps, has been run. The finalisation
process is run by the Sailing Office usually on the next working day.
Note too that if you click on the heading identifying the Series, you will get the list of entries for all divisions in that
series. Alternately, you can simply choose the division in which you are interested.
3. The Heading “Expanded Results” gives you information about all the races which have been completed in any
Series and the Pointscores. Note too that all the Sub-Series are included so, for example, with the Etchells Saturday
Series, that involves approximately 30 boats in many Series – Main, Spring, Summer, Edwards etc. As the season
progresses, and more and more information is available, these functions will take longer to run so be patient. Once
the information is displayed, the movement between the Sub-Series is almost instantaneous.
By the way, if the series has no Sub-series, the Expanded Results will be displayed quickly simply because there is so
much less processing needed.
Here are a few examples:


If you want to find out how the Pointscore lies, select the Series and the Division and select the “Pointscore”
tab. The screen will display the last 6 races but you can select “All races” if you want every race and “More
Detail” which adds the Sail No and Skipper and their home club. If you access the Pointscores when the
calculations are being run, you will receive a message telling you that they are not available (until the
processing has completed).



If you want to check the final result and new handicap, select the Series, Division and individual race. This
option is of greatest interest to those who wish to view the handicap movements for each race.



Don’t forget you can check out the results and Pointscores for the Sub-Series by choosing the right button at
the top of the screen

4. The “Archived Results” contains the history of past Series, race by race with Pointscores.
5. The Heading “Individual Results” will give you the history of the results of any yacht in the fleet. This is particularly
interesting to those who like to study how their handicap has changed over the season.

